
 

 

 

Bears, 

 

Welcome to the catch up issue, there will be a few match reports 

missing as during the festive season I understand a match write 

up isn’t high on the priority list. 

 

Firstly DOUBLE WICKET was again poorly attended, but those 

who showed up gave it a good go. Check the report for the 

winners and the details of what went down. 

 

Results wise, wins and losses, with more emphasis on the losses. 

 

Double Wicket       

Congrats to Arron Trivett and BB for winning the double wicket, 

and Arron for winning the day. 

 

A-Grade Round 5      Lost 

Fell 70 short chasing 197 

A-Grade Round 6      Won 

First win of the season on an ordinary deck. 

 

B-Res Round 5      Lost 

Lost outright 

B-Res Round 6      Won 

Got up for a good win. 

 

C-Grade Round 5      Lost 

Lost first innings, missed a few opportunities in the field.  

C-Grade Round 6      Lost 

Less said about this game the better. 

 

C 1-Day (Round 8)      Won 

They won 

C 1-Day (Round 9)      Lost 

They lost 

C 1-Day (Round 10)     

 Won 

They won, no report for any games so not sure what happened. 

.
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Double Wicket 
 

Double Wicket Winners: Arron Trivett & Brent Banning 

Single Wicket Winner: Arron Trivett 

 

 

On an early Sunday morning at Northbridge oval the 8 players who turned 

out looked around, realized this was all there was going to be so we got on 

with the cricket. 

 

The rules were simple, it was single wicket knockout draw with two players 

facing off batting for two 8 ball overs each with the bowler able to select 

any other fielder as the second bowler. A wicket was -5 runs, and it was 

advised to not stare at DC’s ventilated pants as he bowled. 

 

Using a random selection of players and 

some weird bible code skip sequence 

derived by GK we had the draw. The only 

adjustment was for the late arrival of 

Arron, who got to play the least 

convincing winner in a playoff for a semi 

final spot. 

 

Round 1 

Shah 9 lost to BB 35, winner BB 

Worms 28 lost to Swanny (every ball is a cut shot opportunity) 31 

GK -1 lost to JD (Hey watch me bat left handed) 41  

Not Very (one more single and he’ll puke) 28 lost to Camo (let’s 

make Smarty run another 4) 31 

 

 

 

Playoff for semi Final 

Arron (If I bowl on the stumps 

Swanny can’t cut the ball) 34, beat 

Swanny 16  

 

Semi Finals 

Arron 46 beat JD 4 

Camo 5 lost to BB 12 

 

 

 

 



V Mosman 

V Mosman 
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Double Wicket 
 

That gave us the double wicket winners of Arron and BB. From there we had the final to crown the 

winner of the day. 

 

Final 

BB 28 lost to Arron 44 

 

Making Arron the winner of Single Wicket 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But the real winner of the day was cricket and comedy. The first run out the day was at the expense of 

dugong’s favorite pants and modestly. I don’t know how the batsmen knew which ball to look at as he 

came in to bowl later. 

 

Burger umpired exceptionally well and even 

called smarty one short whilst batting. In 

smarty’s defense he had just run what must have 

felt like 100 singles after failing to reach the 

boundary. Fortunately there was photo graphic 

evidence to make the moment truly special.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



V Mosman 

V Mosman 
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A-Grade Match Report 
Round 5 

North Sydney Leagues 9/127 P Edwards 26   

Lost To Mosman CC 7/197(cc) P Edwards 3/19 

 

No Report 

 

Round 6 

North Sydney Leagues 6/133(cc) C Reid 37 J Wilton 29*   

Defeated West Pymble 9/131(cc) J Wilton 4/17 M Kings 2/29 

 

 

A week of rain saw the bookies at Centrebet place odds of 100:1 on the Bears first XI getting on. That 

was furthered to 250:1 odds after DP called the skipper at 6pm on the Friday after looking at the patch 

of grass where a deck normally is. 

 

With the Bears playing on Sunday and the forecast 

for hot dry weather on Saturday, Centrebet further 

pushed the figure out to ‘lots’ as the Groundsman 

that normally prep the wickets don’t work on the 

weekend (if you call what they do when they do 

prep the deck work). 

 

Sunday came around to be another perfect day. I 

still wasn’t able to get a hold of the West Pymble 

skipper so had yet sent formal confirmation to the 

lads that we were off. Finely we converse and it’s 

decided we have a look. 

 

Arriving at Koola we could see a dry field and a deck 

which could have been curated by the old man in the 

backyard. After much ‘discussion’ it was time to 

play. Counting the numbers we were short. 2 blokes 

hadn’t turned up (one hung over and still in bed, one 

suggesting he needed to be called after confirming 

his availability the Saturday before). Thankfully PHP 

and theMANNIX were on hand had happened to have 

whites and gear with them. Welcome to the Bears 

first XI. 

 

Bears win the toss and decide to bowl first.  

Play spot the deck    

Camo and Lips couldn’t wait to take the new ball and have ago on at West Pymble. Lips thought he 

would try a leg side attack and surprise the batsman by putting one on off as a change up. This 

seemed to work well with Lips finishing with 4/17 which should have been 5 fa. Camo bowled with his 

normal consistency. He decided however to try the opposite to Lips and slipped one down leg finding 

the bat and having it grabbed by Chowy. Well bowled Camo who finished with 1/14. 



V Mosman 

V Mosman 
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B-Res Match Report 
 

Linc and MK on next with Linc finding his line and length from the get go. One small hiccup with a C&B 

which was harder to put down then take, Linc finished with 1/18 after a good Spell. Swanny on for MK 

and straight into the thick of it. Bowling a good line and varying his length bowled well taking his first 

A grade wicket with Chowy whipping of the bails taking a good stumping. 

 

An error with the maths saw MK finishing up with 2/29 after finding some of the more ‘bowler friendly’ 

areas of the deck, and 2 over’s still needed to be bowled at that end. Enter John Doyle…. Thankfully 

Swanny tied them down at the other end finishing with 1/20. 

 

West Pymble finish up at 9/131 after a reduced 35 over’s. Time to unleash hell with the bat. 

 

Linc (23) and theDOC (1) now a formidable opening combination saw us off to a solid start before 

theDOC was run out by a stray throw. Out went Doyle (10) with a fair idea of how to hit the ball hard 

after seeing how it’s done when he was bowling started well tapping the first ball faced to the fence. A 

good one soon after saw MK (1) walk to the crease. 

 

Soon after Linc was caught licking his lips and skied a shorter length ball, and MK tickling the ball to be 

caught behind. Lips (29*) and Chow (10) at the crease and the runs start to tick over. Chowy out and 

Camo (37) in, Bears still needed some to do at 5/52. 

 

What happened next was nothing short of good sensible hard hitting. Camo took the lead and bashed 

the ball all over the park in a very entertaining yet responsible batting performance. The damage was 

done but the game still not over once Camo miss timed one and was caught. The Bears now 6-116 

after Lips and Camo put on 64. PHP (12*) then walked out and completed the win for the bears with 

some very well timed drives to the fence. 

 

Well done Bears taking away our first win. A Special mention to 

PHP and theMANNIX who put down the beers long enough to help 

us out and play important roles in the win. 

 

Highlights of the game include  

 theDOC taking his catch at 2nd slip. After which advising he 

had no idea where it was after leaving the bat – Speak take 

note 

 DP overcoming a “Personal slur against his judgment”, 

using his tit to take the pace off the ball and Swanny diving 

full length to complete the catch 

 MK showing the younger blokes he still owns the covers 

with a good diving catch to his left 

 Swanny taking his 1st A grade wicket in a very good spell 

 Chowy letting thru more byes in one game then the total 

byes of the last 3 games compiled. 

 

Well done Bears! 

 

MK 

A couple of the bears feel the love after the win! 



V Mosman 

V Mosman 
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B-Res Match Report 
Round 5 

North Sydney Leagues 103 JR Smart 31*  

and 8/119(cc) P Thomson 28 M Gullis 25  

Lost To Gnomes 264 P Thomson 2/34 J Creedy 2/64 JR Smart 2/69 

 

No Report received, so here is a random photo 

 

 

 



V Mosman 

V Mosman 
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B-Res Match Report 
Round 6 

North Sydney Leagues 9/121 FM Arif 46 P Thomson 27   

Defeated Pigs CC 9/113 R Wallace 2/9 JR Smart 2/16 

 

B res registered their second win of the year in a close and sometimes tense battle against the Pigs. 

After the down pour all day on Friday we turned up to the ground to find ducks swimming in large 

puddles around the ground. We thought pub, opposite said what puddles……after speaking with their 

captain we decided to wait and have another look at 1:45 for a 2pm start. We then watched the 

opposition try sweeping the water away with not much luck and then they got out the heavy blowers. 

1:45 pm came around meet their captain out in the middle, ground improved slightly and we decided 

to play (they were very keen to get on) flipped the coin for the toss, I called Heads, it was a head and 

their captain was not happy with his spin and wanted to toss again and I said bad luck we will have a 

bat.  

 

Knock out hit he’s usual 4 & 6 then got out, Ed out for not many. In came Fazy and Thommo both put 

their hands up and got runs. Farzy very close to his maiden 50 out for 46 and thommo was solid for his 

27. That pretty much wraps up the batting and we were out for 121. 

 

Our turn to have a field and bowl, Smarty and Cam bowled well, as did Thommo but it was Gandalf 

who was the stand out with 2/9 off 5 over’s. However it was our fielding that won us the game with 7 

great catchers and ZERO dropped. The highlight was the funniest run out I have ever seen, I think it 

was their number 7, who should have been out earlier with Smarty trapping him plum in front before 

he ever got started, well not happy… as their captain was the umpire at the time. However he played a 

shot in front of Creedy at covers, the ball barely made it off the pitch he was calling for a run with the 

young bloke at the other end not interested. He was half way down the pitch when creedy grab the ball 

at the same time shoulder charged him in the middle of the deck; he was yelling abuse at his young 

mate at the other end for not running. Creedy then throw the ball over the batsmen head, as the 

batsmen was running backwards still yelling abuse towards his crease, then hits the ball with his bat 

still out of his crease while the ball was floating over his head…….you got to be kidding your out…. 

 

Well done boys for a great effort and let’s rip in next week. 

 

muddo 
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C-Grade Match Report 
Round 5 

North Sydney Leagues 9/185(dec) H Heathwood 45 N McGrath 42  

and 1/61   

Lost To Macquarie University 6/235(dec) G Swanson 3/81 D Callesen 2/19

 

In a welcome change of fortune the good ol' bears won the toss and with it we decided to have a bat. 

Mac Uni were looking very down on numbers and we were looking to cash in on the small ground. We 

started well with our polarized openers putting on 64 for the first wicket in a little over 10 overs. 

Unfortunately there wasn't much more to write home about as wickets started to tumble. A late flurry 

from Harry saw us scrape towards 180. DC used his promotion in the batting line up to good effect with 

a solid red ink next to his name. Young Jack Capps also looked solid. 

 

So after a promising start the bears were all out for 185. 

 

We started bowling well with Harry, DC and Jack all having great spells, had it not been for our foolish 

captain dropping TWO catches we would have had Mac Uni in real trouble, as it was though by the end 

of play we had them at 2 fa 80 odd... 

 

The new day saw us prize a few wickets out, it seemed the whole time that we only ever needed one 

more wicket because the Mac Uni players were arriving 

late, unfortunately we couldn't quite get them into 

trouble... We had them 7 or so down with about 20 runs 

to play with when in stepped some lumberjack with a 

big lump of wood. He proceeded to smash 60 or so runs 

off us in a couple of overs and take the game by the 

scruff of the face, he even put a ball into the next 

suburb and took out a big f&*k off shiney merc. 

 

Mac Uni declared in the confusion of trying to get the 

ball back from an irate car owner and we were sent 

back in 50 or so behind. There was never going to be an 

outright here, not from us and not from them. Chris 

Ashton and Steve Shah saw us home before the game 

was prematurely called off. 

 

Once again Swanny was super, holding up an end and 

taking wickets in the most trying conditions so far this 

'summer'. Shah continued his great form behind the 

stumps and it was great to see Harry get a few runs. 

 

Next game will be tough, here's hoping we bring our A 

game... 

 

Harry gets to know the locals 
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C-Grade Match Report 
Round 6 

North Sydney Leagues 89  

Lost To Kirribilli Crusaders 2/95

 

We got thrashed. 

 

Worms got a first ball ‘Royal’ duck, to start the innings, DC got a first ball duck to end the innings. No-

one got any decent runs worth mentioning and the only player to not get out was Nick Mannix. It all 

came down to no batsman trying to just see out the one bowler who tore through the middle order. 

 

Time to bowling and it was all over inside 10 overs, so everyone packed up their kit and went to the 

pub. 

 

Swanny 
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C-1Day Match Reports 
Round 8 

North Sydney Leagues 210 T Ayoub 78 E Hyder 33     

Defeated Northbridge 142  R Ayoub 2/28 M Coffey 2/30

No Report  

 

 

Round 9 

North Sydney Leagues 156 N Horgan 44 D Dunk 28  

Lost To The Bats 9/159 J Yardley 3/23 R Ayoub 3/2

No Report  

Round 10 

North Sydney Leagues 5/162 S Eyles 46 D Giffin 34 

Defeated Roseville Gypsies 158 M Coffey 4/24 E Hage 3/51 W Chaudry 2/15

No Report  

 

Due to the lack of reports, here is another random photo to fill the page 
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Player Performances 

 

As this Growl covers a couple of rounds there are two players up for 

player of the round. 

 

Congratulations to Harry Heathwood who scored 45 runs for C-Grade 

and Jason Wilton for his 4/17 and 29* to steer home A-Grade for 

their first win.  

 

In other performances 

 

In A-Grade, round 5 saw Squeaker bag three wickets and in round 6 

Cam topped the batting with 37 in the partnership that set up the win. 

with Vanilla. 

 

In B-Res, round 5 Smarty scored 31*, and Thomo, Smarty and 

Creedy got a couple wickets each, in round 6 Farzi fell just short of a 

half ton with 46. 

  

In C-Grade round 5 Worms fell short of a half centry with 42. With the ball Swanny bagged 3. In 

round 6 … there wasn’t any players performing from what I remember. 

 

In C-1 Day Round 8, Tom made 78 with the bat and Rick and Coffey took a couple wickets each. 

Round 9 saw Nick Horgan make 44 runs (almost making the red ink again) and Yards and Rick take 

3 wickets each, and finally in round 10 Eyles made 46 and Coffey took 4 wickets,  

 

So looking over the rounds, quite a few players nearly made the half ton, and only Tom managed to 

convert. 

 

 

Previous Winners 08/09 

 

1. James Yardley 57* 

2. Chris Ashton 84 

3. Tom Ayoub 68* 

4. Brent Banning 62, 4/51, 

4/69 

5. Harry Heathwood 45 

6. Jason Wilton 4/17 & 29*  
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Milestones 

 

Congratulations to the following players who have already reached a milestone this season: 

Games 

John Creedy – 50 games 

  

Bowling 

Peter Edwards – 100 wickets in the NSCA 

Jason Wilton – 100 wickets in the NSCA 

John Creedy – 100 wickets in the NSCA 

Rick Ayoub  – 100 wickets in the NSCA 

  

Batting 

Brent Banning – 1000 runs 

Ashley Chow – 500 runs 

James Yardley – 500 runs 

  

Batting Partnerships 

4th Wicket – 174 Paul Thompson & Nick McGrath 

Round 4 – C grade against North Shore 

This is also the highest partnership since we returned to the NSCA 

  

Fielding 

Michael Gullis – 50 catches 

  

Ducks 

Jason Smart – 8 = just 3 short of joining Marty Irwin and Dale Wood at the top with 11 
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Statistics 

 

Thommo and Yards and Tom are still the stand out batsmen for the first half of the season, Swanny is 

still in front for the bowlers but is slowing with no return on wickets in the last few performances. Rick, 

Elias should catch him soon. Congrats to Smarty for now owning the top of the duck table. 

 

 

Name Runs 
  

Name Wickets 
 Thomson, Paul 476 

  
Swanson, Greg 24 

 Yardley, James 355 
  

Ayoub, Rick 19 
 Ayoub, Tom 258 

  
Hage, Elias 19 

 Ashton, Chris 234 
  

Banning, Brent 15 
 McGrath, Nick 197 

  
Thomson, Paul 15 

 

       Best Batting 

   

Best Bowling 

  Name Best 
  

Name Best 
 Thomson, Paul 145 

  
Swanson, Greg 7/39 

 Nusalim, Patrick 101 

  

Hage, Elias 5/36 

 McGrath, Nick 88 
  

Wilton, Jason 4/17 
 Ashton, Chris 84 

  
Coffey, Michael 4/24 

 Yardley, James 83 

  

Smart, Jason R 4/25 

  
 

 

      Ducks 
   

Catches 
  Name Ducks 

  
Name Catches 

 Smart, Jason R 3 
  

Ayoub, Rick 6 
 Creedy, Cameron 2 

  
Creedy, John 5 

 Creedy, John 2 
  

Eyles, Steve 4 
 Eyles, Steve 2 

  
Giffin, Ken 4 

 McGrath, Nick 2 
  

Swanson, Greg 4 
 Nusalim, Patrick 2 

     Pearce, Darren 2 
  

Keeping 
  Wallace, Rob 2 

  
Name Stumpings Catches 

Ayoub, Rick 1 
  

Shah, Steve 3 12 

Ayoub, Tom 1 
  

Eyles, Steve 2 3 

Blamire, Paul 1 
  

Chow, Ashley 1 2 

Callesen, Dean 1 
  

Arif, Farhan M 0 2 

Cartwright, Julian 1 
  

Kings, Mathew 0 2 

Doyle, John 1 
     Eales, Tony 1 
     Fischer-Gray, Saxon 1 
     Garrett, Elliott 1 
     Gullis, Michael 1 
     Hage, Elias 1 
     Karamanian, Garo 1 
     Mannix, Nick 1 
     Moon, Rod 1 
     O'Heir, Brendan 1 
     Raman, Raj 1 
     Wadwania, Shezzad 1 
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Messages From the Club 

 

Member’s subscriptions 
 

Member’s subscriptions for the 2008-09 season stands at $240.00 (Note that this DOES NOT include 

Leagues Club membership). 

Please have your subs paid in full by the end of round 3 (both one and 2 day comps).If you Would like 

to pay your subs in installments, please contact me directly to discuss further Minimum installment 

amounts of $50.00 is preferable). 

If you know in advance that you will not be available for the full season or at least 3/4 of the season, 

please let me know. We can offer you an alternative of a per game fee. This can be paid either 

electronically or directly to your captain before the game or to me personally. Please speak to me to 

confirm the amount. 

If you intend to make payments directly to the cricket club account via Internet Banking, please ensure 

that you put your name in the "additional notes" field of the deposit so I know you have paid. 

NSLCC Account: 

BSB: 732-229 

Account: 549409 

It is important that all players are aware that the executive together with the selection committee have 

agreed & will enforce the policy of NO PAY, NO PLAY so it is in both yours & the club's best interest to 

finalize your member’s subscriptions as soon as possible. 

For More details please contact either myself, your captain or a member of the Executive. 

 

Jason Smart, 

N.S.L.C.C. Treasurer 

Jasonrsmart@hotmail.com 

 

 

 


